Introduction
In ungulates, both weapon size and sexual size dimorphism increase positively with the intensity of sexual selection [1, 2] . The underlying reason for this relationship is that body size and weapon size are positively correlated with male mating success, and thereby with reproductive success, in polygynous species [3, 4] . Across ungulate species such as cervids, the length of antlers has been repeatedly found to display positive allometry in analyses correcting [5] or not [6, 7] for the confounding effects of phylogeny.
Previous studies focused on the coevolution between sexual traits and body size have assumed the existence of linear allometric relationships [5] [6] [7] . However, it has been recently emphasized that allometric relationships often deviate from linearity and thus display a great variety of shapes (see [8] for a review). For instance, the allometric relationship of testes mass in cetaceans [9] is curvilinear. Moreover, a key tenet in evolutionary biology holds that individuals have to allocate their limited resources among tissues or organs that are costly to grow and maintain [10] , especially when these tissues are involved in the same biological function (e.g. sexual competition: [11] ). In cervids, males replace antlers every year and have to allocate resources to both body mass and antlers at the same time before the rut period. Males from species allocating substantially to body mass might thus have to reduce their allocation to antler mass and length, which thus might lead to a nonlinear allometric relationship between antler size and body mass.
We investigated the shape of the allometric relationship between antler length and body mass across 31 cervid species using log-transformed variables (as advocated by Houle et al. [12] ). We expected that the largest species should trade antler size for heavy mass and we thus predicted a lower allometric exponent for these species compared with smaller ones.
Material and methods (a) Dataset
We gathered data on male body mass and antler length of 31 cervid species from a recently published comparative study [5] . These data were taken from adult individuals only, and when possible from the same population [5] . All data are provided as the electronic supplementary material, table S1.
(b) Statistical analyses
To assess the shape of the allometric relationship between antler length and body mass, we first fitted a linear model on logtransformed variables. Then, we fitted a quadratic and two threshold models. One threshold model included one slope and a constant antler length beyond the threshold value, and the other included two slopes, one before and one after the body mass threshold. To estimate the threshold value, the deviance profile of the models including slopes was used and the body mass leading to the lowest deviance was selected as the threshold value [13] . The best model was selected based on the Akaike's information criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc). We calculated AICc weights (AICcw) to assess the relative likelihood that each model was the best among all fitted models [14] . The model with the highest AICcw was the best model, but when the difference in AICc (DAICc) between competing models was less than 2, we retained the model with the lowest number of parameters to satisfy parsimony rules. All analyses were repeated using antler weight instead of antler length but based on a smaller dataset (20 species) due to the scarcity in antler weight data in the literature. These analyses provided qualitatively similar results and are presented in the electronic supplementary material, table S2 and figure S1. An important point when analysing data at the interspecific level is to control for phylogenetic dependence among species [15] . We thus re-analysed our data using the method of phylogenetic independent contrasts [16] . Unfortunately, the phylogeny of artiodactyla is not fully resolved [17] and the number of contrasts was thus relatively low (n ¼ 23 contrasts) compared with the number of species in our dataset (n ¼ 31). However, despite this difference in sample size, similar trends were found in analyses with or without corrections for phylogeny. Results of phylogenetic independent contrasts analyses are provided in the electronic supplementary material, table S3 and figure S2.
Results
The best models describing the allometric relationship between antler length and body mass were the quadratic and the one-slope threshold models. These two models had the same number of parameters (k ¼ 4) and very similar performance (quadratic: AICcw ¼ 0.43; threshold with one slope: AICcw ¼ 0.33), which was much higher than that of the linear model (AICcw ¼ 0.03; electronic supplementary material, table S4). In these models ( figure 1 and table 1) , the positive linear allometric relationship between antler length and body mass does not hold over the whole range of body mass among cervids. The very low curvature of the quadratic model (figure 1) revealed that antler length stopped increasing with body mass at a body mass threshold of 100-110 kg. Similarly, the threshold model with one slope revealed a linear allometric relationship between antler length and body mass up to 113 kg, beyond which (up to 482.5 kg) antler length remained unchanged. When we restricted the analysis to species with body mass below 113 kg (n ¼ 22), the linear model was the best (see the electronic supplementary material, 
Discussion
Our results reveal that the allometric relationship between antler length and body mass is not linear among cervid species. Typically, males from the largest species (more than 100 -110 kg) have smaller antlers than expected from a positive linear allometric relationship. The decreasing allometric exponent in large species is apparently not caused by biomechanical constraints on the ability to carry large antlers, because the antlers of the extinct Irish elk (Megaloceros giganteus) exceed the largest size observed in our dataset ( [18] , figure 1 ). This is particularly interesting because the body mass of the Irish elk was close to that of the moose (Alces alces; about 460 kg, see [19] ), a species at the upper limit of body mass range in extant cervids. Thus, large deer species have the biomechanical potential to carry particularly large antlers. Moreover, the substantive energetic costs associated with conspicuous reproductive traits might explain why the breakdown in resource quantity and quality at the end of the Pleistocene was fatal to this emblematic species [18] .
Current life-history theory suggests an explanation for the failure of antler size (or antler weight, see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ) to keep pace with body size in large species. The principle of energy allocation states that individuals must share their energy budget among competing functions including growth, reproduction and survival [20] . With the constant exponent involved in the positive linear allometry, the allocation to antlers is particularly costly for males from large species. Therefore, a high amount of energy allocated to reproduction and sexual competition, notably through the growth of conspicuous antlers or large body mass in these species, could decrease the amount of energy available for maintenance and thereby jeopardize survival. A recent comparative study has failed to reveal any detrimental effect of large antlers on male survival or ageing rate [21] . In light of our results, this result is not surprising if large species have already decreased their putative survival costs by limiting allocation to antlers. Nevertheless, the exact ecological or physiological costs of growing such conspicuous weapons now require further investigation. rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org Biol. Lett. 10: 20130869
Overall, our findings add to the recent demonstrations [9, 22] that allometric relationships are not always linear, even though linear allometries are assumed in most studies (see [8] for a review). Importantly, in species where male body mass is above 100-110 kg, males generally face intense sexual competition to control large breeding groups [5] . Therefore, our results suggest that natural selection might constrain the evolution of very long antlers when the strength of sexual selection is particularly high. Failure to assess the true shape of allometric relationships might thus have strong implications. For example, in evolutionary ecology, interspecific studies often assess the strength of sexual selection across species through the use of a unique sexually selected trait as a proxy. Our findings demonstrate that using antler length or body mass as independent and single predictor of the intensity of sexual competition could lead to different results. Namely, the use of antler length only will lead the intensity of sexual selection for species above 100-110 kg to be underestimated. Our results emphasize the need for careful investigations of covariation among sexual traits before focusing upon any trait as a unique measure of the intensity of sexual selection. Table 1 . Parameter estimates from the two best models (quadratic and threshold with one slope) of the allometric relationship linking antler length and body mass across 31 cervids (on a log -log scale). 
